Osteoarthritis in Older Adults: Is More Emphasis on Managing and Mitigating its Stressful Ramifications, and Enhancing Coping, and Self Efficacy Cognitions Indicated?
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Abstract

Efforts to mitigate or prevent painful disabling osteoarthritis have been pursued for more than a century with limited success. This current overview briefly summarizes how selected beliefs and behaviors, including coping and stress management approaches are potential mediators or moderators of osteoarthritis pain and its overall common adverse prognosis and outcome. Published data housed predominantly in PUBMED, PUBMED CENTRAL, SCIENCE DIRECT, and GOOGLE SCHOLAR sites and pertaining to selected aspects of the literature of current interest, cumulative results reported as of May 30, 2024, show a modest to strong rationale exists for considering the abovementioned factors in efforts to reduce pain and enable daily functions. Accordingly this line of research should be continued, and translated clinically without undue delay, especially in the face of increases in the aging population and osteoarthritis prevalence and undue suffering.
Introduction

Osteoarthritis, a prevalent form of arthritis and a clinical syndrome affecting a substantive proportion of older adults in all parts of the world is frequently accompanied by unrelenting often times debilitating episodes of intractable pain, ‘low grade’ inflammation, declining functional and self-care-related abilities, plus life quality. As well as its predominant physical manifestations that include stiffness, joint laxity and instability, plus poor physical endurance, multiple psychological symptoms that are commonly observed to emerge over time may well impact the extent of any prevailing physiological disease correlates and its progression, as well as outcome expectations, and confidence or self efficacy for managing the disease. Additional disabling features include but are not limited to fears of movement and injury, sleep disturbances, heightened degrees of worry and pain sensitivity, fatigue and possible depression. Moreover, there may be a gradual decline in health perceptions, motivation to help oneself, poor treatment adherence, self imposed limitations in activity, and decreases in coping ability and efficacy [1-3]. Although deemed to occur with age, this pattern of declining physical prowess and increasing dysfunction is not consistently observed however, suggesting some degree of variability does exist that may be remediable. For example, while often deemed ‘incurable’ with few universally efficacious treatment options, adopting a view that osteoarthritis as a health syndrome is potentially amenable to some degree of mitigation through the adoption of a variety self management approaches may indeed have implications for possibly reducing its immense personal and societal costs [3, 4].

At present, the options for advancing non-surgical non medicinal self-regulatory, self-management practices and strategies aimed at helping the supplicant to remain as active and productive as possible are largely reliant on exercise, weight reduction, and joint protection. Unfortunately, these widespread recommendations are often not followed consistently, possibly due to the presence of persistent pain, plus potentially erroneous disease and pain beliefs and others that focus on a perceived personal incapacity to control pain, fears of movement, and a belief intervention is futile. In addition, the presence of a depressed mood state may impact the desire or motivation to act, as may pervasive feelings of helplessness and hopelessness [6].

In particular, ample research indicates that in cases where there is an emergent intrinsically perceived low sense of personal self-efficacy for overcoming osteoarthritis challenges, plus overwhelming feelings of doom, doubts or uncertainty about one’s coping ability, as well as uncertainty about recommendations and their efficacy, successful outcomes are less likely than not. Moreover a parallel adoption or perpetuation of an ‘unhealthy’ sedentary lifestyle and poor nutrition coupled with a failure to protect against joint as well as emotional stresses may be expected to further interact with the underlying condition to engender a cycle of pervasive joint destruction, feelings of unabated distress, anxiety, fear, frustration, and depression, plus pain and sleep challenges that may not be commonly addressed by standard therapies [3, 7-10], but can undoubtedly interfere with what can be done to mitigate this disease in the older adult population effectively and significantly.

Given the immense persistent social and personal costs of osteoarthritis and that little progress has been made in more than a century to advance basic day to day osteoarthritis management and a life of promise, rather than dysfunction, we elected to focus on the what is currently observed in this regard with respect to the broad topic of stress, coping and coping efficacy, and coping methods and their relevance to secondary and tertiary disability prevention, factors not well studied or highlighted in most practice realms.

The rationale for this stems from the 2010 report by Benyon et al. [11] that coping strategies and
Self-efficacy are important prognostic factors for people with osteoarthritis that may be amenable to modification. This idea is indeed consistent with the well reported observation that radiographic osteoarthritis and pain are not directly correlated in many cases and surgery to replace the diseased joint does not always yield desired functional outcomes. It is also consistent with the importance of achieving a non-stressful rather than stressful state of being as regards overall health and life quality and evidence of considerable stress factors affecting older adults with osteoarthritis [12]. Another related health determinant known as self-efficacy, and describing a person’s belief about his or her ability to successfully organize and implement a specific behavior or cease an unhealthy one, which can range from low to high is a significant mediator of multiple chronic illnesses such as osteoarthritis where behaviors are strong disease explanatory and mediating factors.

Specific Aim

As per Benyon et al. [11], this updated brief overview highlights the need for further research to ascertain the predictive value of coping on osteoarthritis wellbeing as well as what coping strategies are recommended even if less well investigated than other realms of practice. It also highlights pertinent aspects of the importance of assessing and maximizing self-efficacy perceptions, especially in relation to excess pain perceptions [8, 13] as well as coping efficacy [14, 15], pain being the most common sought after symptom experienced by osteoarthritis sufferers.

Based on the principles of self-efficacy and as outlined by DiRenzo and Finan [14] it aimed to uncover if indeed the adoption of selected behavioral and cognitive strategies or avoidance of negative behaviors and thoughts do justify their usage in older adults with painful osteoarthritis, mood disturbances, and possible declining participation in physical and social realms. Whether, improvements in self-efficacy and coping skills and capacity are associated with improvements in patient-reported outcomes and can be altered to reduce pain, fears, threats of disability and improve functioning, for example in those exhibiting neuropathic pain was specifically sought [14-16].

Implications

While osteoarthritis may not be reversible, the perception of its threat may be a variable that can be altered through cognitive strategies and others and that may hence afford more promise than not. In this regard, a better understanding of the role of functional versus maladjusted coping in the presence of osteoarthritis may enable practitioners to assist their patients to be motivated to do all they can to manage their condition effectively and with less stress on a routine basis. It is proposed that encouraging a focused approach that goes beyond standard patient education alone may indeed successfully eliminate or delay the need for toxic narcotics to control pain, as well as maximizing functional abilities even if surgery is eventually required. Costs of care and health care resource demands are likely to be lower than projected if successful in all likelihood as well if long term self-management strategies are adopted rather than sporadic or suboptimal uni modal short term self-care efforts [17-19].

Methods

To examine the value of the aforementioned premises as well as the value of pursuing this topic focus in the future, a wide ranging scan of the relevant literature located in PUBMED, PUBMED CENTRAL, and GOOGLE SCHOLAR was undertaken. All articles of relevance regardless of design were eligible if they focused on fostering self-regulation or modification through efforts to actively
assert control over their situation as this pertains to averting or reducing chronic osteoarthritis pain and improving function. Only an overview is provided in this limited topic realm and the searches conducted were considered preliminary in this respect. Most sought were articles published in the time periods 2010-2024 and those reflecting what can be done in the community versus assisted living or long term care settings, although the same ideas might well apply. All forms of osteoarthritis research were deemed eligible, and were examined regardless of disease manifestations or sub-groupings. No other management issues were sought or discussed. Readers who want to expand their insights may find the current references and the analyses by Beynon et al. [11] enlightening. All forms of osteoarthritis and all research designs were deemed acceptable. The focus was on community dwelling older adults and rather than functional stress, which was assumed may be the cause of the disease, stress as a cognitive state that can prove aversive was the topic of interest, and was assumed to be of higher relative import than often acknowledged [20]. It is recognized that some biophysical and socio economic stresses may be unavoidable in low income areas and that this subgroup may hence not only be disproportionately affected by osteoarthritis and need more than self care to transform their lives than not, however, most published studies currently appear to focus on the mobile community dweller who is clearly often well educated, literate, and linked to a research or supportive health team. The focus of this currently limited scoping review is not on research, research design, or future such recommendations, but on clinical trends and possible avenues for clinical as well as therapeutic improvements.

Key Findings

Although we did not conduct a critical review or quantitative assessment of the materials reviewed, overwhelming numbers of these research reports over many decades show painful disabling osteoarthritis of one or more joints appears to be widespread among older adults and to be increasing in prevalence and possibly severity despite years of research [eg., 21]. Regardless of year or data base reviewed, the disease, when it occurs is considered to be progressive and one that can tentatively spread from one joint to involve others. It is also well documented that the disease is highly disabling and that the multiple fiscal and social costs of keeping older adults with osteoarthritis active and able to live productively and independently is increasing rapidly. Affecting overall wellbeing as well as general health and health quality of life, most commonly the presence of the disease not only reduces an individual’s ability to live independently and in a meaningful manner, but may impact the lives of families who have to care for their disabled parents or grandparents, as well as draining diminishing and precious health care resources. Strongly associated with multiple diverse emergent or concurrent adverse physiological tissue and joint structural changes including inflammation, its ensuing physical challenges and factors that undermine a host of physical, social, occupational, and economic functions, psychological factors such as pervasive bouts of intractable pain, fears, and anxiety have far reaching disease as well as serious health and longevity implications as well.

However, even if osteoarthritis is a costly public health issue, as well as one that is widely burdensome to communities, and can lead to injurious falls, recurrent falls, dependence and limited self care ability [22], osteoarthritis is potentially both underreported, (for example, if data are based solely on secondary sources or internet surveys) and often treated only when its symptomatic state commonly hard to reverse emerges. As well, myths about the disease being basically untreatable and inevitable and guidelines that do not include mental health correlates and the weaknesses of those that do [23] may arguably impact the motivation for self management, and ultimately mobility and pain. In particular when compared to the physical manifestations of osteoarthritis, it is clear its cognitive impacts that can
greatly determine overall outcomes and costs have been poorly studied and acknowledged over time, including the influential role of stress and coping perceptions and beliefs.

This is despite data from other chronic illnesses that show distinct psychological health attributes can predict illness outcomes to a high degree, especially if possible external and/or internal sources of stress are not sought, identified, and treated accordingly. These include physiological, biomechanical, social, economic, physical, occupational, and psychological stresses (including denial, misperceptions and unrealistic outcome expectations), and may pertain to actual as well as imagined future situations [24].

In particular, unaddressed stress arising from pain, disability, and dependence [24] as well as other health issues can predict the emergence of less than desirable coping methods especially if their health situation is appraised as being over taxing or exceeding their ability to cope assertively, adaptively, and confidently [25, 26]. In those cases where no favorable outcome is experienced in the short or long term and no remedy or benefit is envisaged other than operative and invasive or toxic approaches cumulative stress in its own right can be predicted to compound one or more prevailing disease manifestations and possibly their extension, magnitude, and intensity [27].

In this realm alone, ample research supports psychological issues and their underpinnings as having the potential to strongly influence osteoarthritis disease manifestations, plus its rate of progression and extent, and outcomes [11] including the perpetuation of psychological distress [28] and depression [27]. That is, it appears that the ability of the affected individual to cope adaptively rather than maladaptively with their condition is paramount to their wellbeing, and especially to their treatment adherence and pain control behaviors. Hence evaluating and treating remediable stress oriented threats at the earliest point in time, including the role of stressful life events, negative perceptions and thoughts, and chronic biophysical stressors [29] that are often hard to reverse if long standing is strongly indicated [25, 30].

In the specific well documented case of exercise adherence, very key to a favorable long term disease prognosis, research shows that among the many explanations propounded to explain non-adherence despite its known negative impacts are psychological factors including the nature of the proposed regimen, depression, fatigue, pain, stress, anxiety, poor pain coping skills, as well as feelings of powerlessness in general [30, 31]. Not wanting to do all that is required, having an unfavorable attitude to this specific commonly recommended intervention, along with other patient specific beliefs and/or attitudes is another possible determinant of non-adherence, along with questionable or erroneous or prevailing self-efficacy, or confidence perceptions. In addition, an associated pessimistic outcome expectation or the emergence of unanticipated actual adverse outcome experiences that are readily repeated may well increase the degree of reactivity to any ongoing stress and pain [27] along with a possible declining degree of desirable self care actions and behaviors [32, 33].

It further appears safe to say that whether positive or negative the perceptions and behaviors generated in the face of a chronic stressor such as osteoarthritis may hence not only determine its controllability, but the nature of its progression and outcomes [30, 34]. In particular, thoughts, or feelings that are not health affirming or directed, including feelings of excess stress can be expected to perpetuate and magnify a cycle of overwhelming bouts of pain and distress [28], depression, additional dysfunctional coping, and dissatisfaction, even in the face of technologically sound surgical joint replacement [27, 35]. That is, research since the mid 1970s shows having a sense of control and efficacy for managing pain and other negative osteoarthritis disease symptoms and multiple bio-psychosocial stressors is likely to impact the ability of the affected older adult to deal more optimally than not with their
situation. They may also show observable advantages as far as being able to react assertively to movement evoked pain, disease flares, negative pain thoughts and feelings of helplessness or hopelessness, plus depression. They may show less evidence of pain anxiety and activity avoidance, suboptimal control beliefs, and low life quality [29, 36-39].

Fortunately, it appears that unlike many osteoarthritis disease correlates that are not remediable, the generation or acquisition of effective coping skills, especially skills to offset negative pain coping reactions, if not inherent, can be taught. Especially promising in this regard are mindfully applied cognitions designed to mitigate those disease attributes that are emotionally as well as reactively derived, and known to induce stress, excess pain and negative affect [16, 28, 40-42] plus poor self efficacy for function and pain control [43, 44].

As well, efforts to advance coping skills as well as coping efforts clearly have a strong bearing on the degree to which an older adult with one or more osteoarthritis affected joints may adapt successfully to their situation. For example, it appears maladaptive avoidance behaviors, or disengagement strategies to minimize or deny the presence and impact of any excess osteoarthritis associated stressor [26] real or perceived is likely to produce a trajectory of more pain and distress than not [44, 45]. On the other hand encouraging an optimistic stance and more positive health beliefs and carefully delivered provider interactions may engender a heightened willingness by the individual to take all the steps needed to secure their desired health outcomes [46, 47]. As they begin to do this, they may also experience a heightened state of self care self efficacy and a higher potential for resilience rather than deterioration [17-19, 41, 48]. In particular, their pain coping skills may increase [18, 19], while their excess stress perceptions and experiences as well as reactive depression may decline. In time, health quality of life quality and a sense of empowerment and enablement not defeat may be duly maximized [39, 49, 50].

Discussion

What can be done to help older adults diagnosed with osteoarthritis that is increasingly exponentially to remain independent and active, an increasingly desirous state from many perspectives in the face of multiple health challenges and limited disease mitigation successes or recipes? While several standard approaches have been employed for some considerable time with some degree of success, a possible improvement in this regard may yet be realized by a focus on psychological disease correlates.

In this regard increasing evidence appears to support a role for better stress control and intervention efforts to improve coping ability and confidence perceptions [eg., 12] and avert a cycle of decline both physical as well as psychological. As mentioned above, ample research shows the controllability of a chronic stressor such as osteoarthritis may well determine the prognosis and outcome of the disease, and the ongoing ability of the individual to function independently as indicated. Even if surgery is required an older adult with a high degree of pain control may heal more optimally than a similar case that has poor pain control and confidence to manage successfully. They may also have less progressive joint damage than a similar patient who has not been involved proactively in mediating or moderating their health behaviors and thoughts as well as a possible lower degree of health care resource needs and costs of care, while averting a possible cascade of negative long term outcomes including a low quality of life [26, 51-53].

Romer [24] has revealed that the stressors associated with osteoarthritis involve physical, psychological, as well as social aspects of their lives. In particular, pain, disability and dependence on
others were identified as major stressors. The majority of the respondents that were studied appraised the personal significance of having osteoarthritis as stressful both in terms of actual loss and potential loss in the future, and felt angry on occasion as a result as well as frustrated, discouraged, fearful and helpless. No differentiation was made between stress due to osteoarthritis and non osteoarthritis sources, but both may have been implicated, and could have been impacted to some degree via thoughts directed towards hope or some form of prayer [30].

Although not yet a mainstream osteoarthritis treatment standard, increasing numbers of researchers point to the importance of an affected individual’s active involvement in their self care, including the importance of dealing successfully and in a timely way with pervasive, transient, and future anticipated degrees of disability, pain and stresses [17, 54]. Moreover, it appears the possible additive non disease based stresses of aging, along with pain and other health conditions, and life situations as regards the disease prognosis, implies a more insightful approach to offset or allay excess disability by considering the value of both behavioral and cognitive management approaches in addition to physically oriented care strategies [55] as the standard of care. Indeed, even if the benefits of careful mental health assessments are not at all mainstream or validated, they appear to be strongly advised for dealing with osteoarthritis associated pain and other symptom challenges [39, 56, 57].

This proposed integrated intervention process is arguably not a simple one however, and potentially requires dedicated time and careful long term guidance by a well informed health professional or team, rather than any singular reliance on generic stand alone or remotely delivered sets of customized directives. A considerable body of research indicated that what is especially needed in this regard are careful comprehensive evaluations including assessments of the patients’ beliefs, fears of movement and pain, plus beliefs about the origin and expected outcome of their disease.

The provider’s willingness to help clients to better understand their options, how stress might effect their joints adversely, for example excess stress might lead to eating behaviors that increase body mass markedly and adversely, while conveying the idea that contrasts possible benefits of actively attempting to cope and promote their wellbeing might reduce their pain and enhance their functional abilities. Additionally, patient education that addresses erroneous beliefs and misconceptions that prevail concerning osteoarthritis, especially the role of active movement as an osteoarthritis causative factor appears imperative to explore and understand [56, 58].

Indeed, without adequate subjective as well as objective patient evaluations and assessments that do not overlook one or more cognitive disease correlates it may be impossible to provide targeted and precise help, such that the destructive osteoarthritis process may continue unabated, and prove overwhelming, and hazardous. For example, in the case of the circulation of unproven remedies or beliefs that surgery alone can restore function and eliminate pain but no other efforts are of possible help, even carefully construed management programs that are integrated suitably may be delivered too late in the disease cycle. In addition, communications that present an ageist portrayal of the older adult, or are not geared to the older versus younger adult, plus those that assume the older adult can duly grasp, interpret and act on medical information and can hence make sound decisions may well prove of more harm than good. At the same time, a combination of fatalism and inaction and/or erroneous beliefs and fears may preclude the emergence of a needed degree of affirmative ‘mental toughness’ that has been observed to have a favorable bearing on orthopedic disease outcomes [59]. To the contrary, efforts to reduce or mitigate stress, pain, and anxiety along with efforts to strengthen mental health toughness can be expected to enhance general self efficacy as well as coping confidence, plus the motivation to persevere.
with and adopt a set of regular health promoting self care practices [50]. Indeed, evidence points to the paramount importance of efforts directed towards fostering pain and disease coping skills even if surgery is forthcoming at some point [50, 55, 59, 60].

However, even if sought, for example using artificial technology, no perfect mitigation recipe currently exists that can be duly delivered to advance management and delay regression of this complex disease where some older adults have no major problems but others may require considerable attention, especially if they appear unaware of their osteoarthritis management options, and have been using blunting: or avoidance strategies to manage their condition due to limited coping skills and confidence. A fair percent of cases may also have associated health problems such as cardiovascular disease, diabetes, or obesity, plus depression and disease severity [61] that must be factored in to any meaningful recommendation program to lower pervasive and transient day to day stressors and advance independence. On the other hand, those who receive due consideration may find they can progressively limit their pain levels proactively through one or more life affirming approaches than those who have given up hope or believe they need to rely on passive modalities and external support, or simply enter a state of denial or inaction blaming age alone for their condition. As such highly recommended are sound mutually motivated patient provider communications, along with emergent patient-centered or personalized tailored approaches [62], designed to affect perceptions of controllability of the disease and its oftentimes highly stressful overall health impact on daily life, sleep, social and cultural activities and work [58].

While the most suitable methods of fostering adaptive coping may consequently differ considerably [34], those that involve problem solving and steps towards improving emotional regulation as indicated show considerable potential as a rule, as do interventions to reduce fear, pain exaggeration tendencies and diminishing aspects of general wellbeing [16, 63-65] especially among those who report low perceptions of their pain coping ability [63, 64]. Linking older adults with chronic illnesses such as osteoarthritis to others in the social network especially those with similar traits and problems who are motivated to succeed and have succeeded may also prove of considerable benefit [66].

To further foster adaptive coping behaviors, a process of small doable steps and short range versus long term goal setting of doable actions is recommended so as to allow for the emergence of some tangible success, and motivation to pursue an increasing array of challenges including aging attributes [52, 64, 66, 57]. Exposure to role models, the receipt of needed resources, and opportunities to rehearse what is desirable in small progressive steps may further enable one or more adaptive coping behaviors to emerge [52, 67] as may efforts to foster integrated, collaborative, and culturally responsive care [58].

Resnick [68] who conducted research to better understand the factors that can influence the efficacy beliefs of older adults as regards being motivated to participate in a rehabilitation program identified 11 major themes amenable to intervention. These included: motivation and verbal encouragement, having exposure to positive role models, being able to deal effectively with patient’s past experiences, and current aversive physical sensations. Additional research has shown that for purposes of enhancing exercise adherence, a problem of major concern to all patients who suffer from pain, training the individual in pain reduction skills through relaxation, distraction or imagery, and repeating the demanding activity while applying the acquired pain reduction skills may prove successful. In addition, educating patients to better manage pain and cope with disease flares, helping them to understand why and how emotional reactions can affect their disease status as well as cellular aging may be of additional specific value. To enhance self efficacy for pain control, an important stress and
osteoarthritis coping outcome mediator, the development of a carefully structured plan of achievable steps that can be practiced over time, along with efforts to minimize pervasive emotionally adverse thoughts, can possibly minimize the extent of pain and dysfunction that could otherwise emerge to impact life quality, all factors considered [68-72].

Keys to success may also include: 1) The ability of the affected individual to forge a sound and supportive client-therapist relationship that permits mutual inquiry and goal setting. 2) Encouraging activity goals that align with the etiology and pathogenesis of the disease as well as the individual’s preferences and abilities, 3) Active treatment of persistent depression, 4) Mindfulness meditation, becoming better educated about the values and benefits of exercise, deep breathing, visual imagery, and being exposed to successful models.

Concluding Remarks

Current data reveal several trends that might prove valuable to explore further in the future as follows.

* Multifaceted chronic illnesses and health conditions such as osteoarthritis in any form appear to require a considerable degree of personal management, including regular rest as well as exercise to mitigate the disease and its adverse actual and perceived stressful impact on life goals.

* Along with other modifiable factors, an apparently strong psychological determinant of intervention non adherence and unfavorable disease outcomes are excess exposures to transient and pervasive stresses, stressful actions and thoughts, maladaptive stress perceptions, and beliefs that are controllable, but not addressed.

* Careful comprehensive mental health assessments followed by appropriate proven pain coping and other self-efficacy enhancing strategies may greatly reduce the rate and degree of osteoarthritis damage incurred by an aging adult, plus its stressful impact on sleep, mood, life quality and health status if applied routinely.

* To overcome initial challenges and inertia due to fears of provoking excess pain professional assistance appears desirable and should be sought.

* Learning to put pain into perspective along with visualization, positive self-talk and a technique called thought-stopping appears promising, along with active efforts to substitute positive thoughts for fearful thoughts. In addition, thinking of one’s goals rather than one’s fears and rewarding oneself for trying may be helpful in reducing one or more self care barriers due to fear.

* Realistic individualized goal setting that focuses the pros rather than the cons of self care or related tasks - not on feelings alone may also prove helpful.

* Expecting to progress over time rather than expecting immediate changes in disease, activity and health status will likely be less stress provoking and health advancing all things considered.
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